
Determine the goal of

your stakeholder

interviews. What would

you like to achieve?

Information

on the

problem?

Information

on possible

solutions?

Information on

who your

stakeholders

are?

Information

on possible

alternatives?

Information on

your

stakeholders

opinion on your

project?

Determine what kind of

data you would like to

collect. What do you need

to answer the questions

you set as a goal?

Name, picture

and

profession of

the

stakeholder?

Age, religion,

sexuality, political

beliefs, gender, race

or education level,

marital status of the

stakeholder?

Opinions of

the

stakeholder?

Measurement

data from

research from

the

stakeholder?

Economical

status or trade

partners of the

stakeholder?

START

Determine if any the data you

are collecting is considered as

"data with a high privacy risk"

in your country or if you are

planning to do large-scale data

processing

Yes

(to any of

the

questions)

No

(to both

questions)

Yes No

Do so

Determine if any of

the data you want to

collect is personally

identifiable

Yes
No

Keep this in mind for when you are

going to write your information and

informed consent sheet. Personally

identifiable data should normally be

explicetly consented to before

collecting or storage (even more than

non-personally identifiable data)

Determine where you

would like to store

the data

Is the storage

place

password

protected?

Is the storage

place

physical or

online?

Who has access

to the storage

place? (Also

after your

project)

If the storage place is

physical, is it

something that can get

lost? Such as a USB

stick? If yes, what do

you do if it gets lost?

If the storage place is

online: does the

platform have any

known safety issues?

If yes, pick a different

platform

Determine for how

long you want to and

need to store any

collected data

Signature of

the stakeholder

on the consent

form

Contact information

of the stakeholder

to keep in touch

before and after

the interview

Can the

stakeholder ask to

have the data

deleted before the

indicated deletion

date?

Is there any data you

need to legally keep for

longer than the research

project? For example:

signed consent forms

typically need to be

stored legally for 10 years

For how long do you

need to use the data? Do

you need the data after

iGEM still for research

verification or to get back

to your stakeholder with

new questions?

Do you

delete the

data if it is no

longer

needed?

If you want to delete

data, how do you

ensure that it is

properly deleted

and no-one can

access it again?

Do you delete all the

data you collected

at the same time or

do you keep certain

data longer than

other data? 

In case you need to

delete data at a

certain point,

consider:

Use the decissions you

made while using this

flowchart to write an

information and

informed consent sheet 

Determine: Do you need

to perform a Data-

protection-impact

assesment and appoint a

Data-protection officer?

Determine: with the plans

you made so far, are you still

compliant with your national

General Data Protection

Regulation (GDPR)?

Yes No

Change your plans

up untill you are!

INSTRUCTIONS

Add your main topic to the middle.

Add the subtopics around the main idea.

Add branches building on the subtopics.


